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TWO DIMENSIONAL BILATERAL OPERATIONAL RELATIONS 
F. A. ODOOM AND R. S. DAHIYA 
Department of Mathematics Iowa State University 
Abstract. This paper deals with theorems on two dimensional bilateral Laplace transforms. 
We have formulated three theorems and corollaries on bilateral operational relations. The 
theorems and corollaries are used to obtain new bilateral operational relations in two di- 
mensions by using their known one dimensional relations. Theorem 4 is on application of 
bilateral transform to find the particular solution of a certain partial differential equation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 
G {f(x, y);p, q) = /m ew(--_px - ndfb, Y) dx 44 
-co -ca 
be the two-sided Laplace transform of the function f(z, y), where f(z, y) may be real or 
complex-valued function. We will write 
00 co 
F(P) q) = PQ 
// 
exp(-px - qy)f(x, Y) dx dy 
--oQ -co 
as our definition for two sided Laplace transform in this paper. We shall symbolically 
denote it by 
F(P, q) ++ f(x, Y) cw f(x, Y) ++ F(P,~), see [31 
THEOREM 1:. 
Let 
(4 4(p) +F(x), --03 < Re(p) < 00, 
04 $(P) +4(x), 0 < Re(p) < j9. Then 
F -=(pd:$(;;!pb)J) [$$] ’ 
provided ad - bc # 0, where a, b, c, and cl are real and 
a < Re((qa - pb)/(pb - nc)) < P. 
(1) 
Corollaries: 
On choosing specific values of a, b, c, and d, we obtain the following results by using 
theorem 1: 
x+y F- 
I 1 x-y ++(p+tFp_q) (2) 
x+y F- 
L 1 2 ++& (3) 
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FL 
[ 1 9 P 2-Y ++_ - P+Q 4 1 P+Q <Pa 
Example: Let f(z) = [z)U(z) +exp(i) _ 1 = 4(p), 0 < h(p) < 00. 
+xpcot(?rp) = $(p), -1 < Re(p) c 0. 
THEOREM 2:. 
-1 < Re((p - q)/(p + q)) < 0, by (2). 
Let 
(4 4(p)+f WZ) 9 a > 1, b > 0, CL < Re(p) < /3, 
(ii) f(p) =$x(z) U(z), 0 < Re(p) < 00. Then 
Re(p) > Re(q) > -In a, Q < Re(bq) < ,8. 
2P94 $P + 9) 
[ 1 
(%+1> 
++h(a”+qU(z - y), 
(P-Q)(P+4)r 
Re(p) > Re(q), Re(p + q) > -2lna, Q c Re(b(p + q)/2) < /3. 
pqb[b(q + ln a)] 
(p _ q)(q + ha)r (2, I ++~-“-y~(~“+YFw~ 
(4) 
(6) 
(7) 
Re(p) > Re(q) > -2 In a, CY < Re(b(q + In u)) < p. 
provided that either ~-~-‘J~~~~~~h(z) is absolutely intergrable over (0, oo) and U(z) and 
U(z- y) are the unit functions for (5) and (6) respectively, or h(z) is absolutely integrable 
in 5 on (0, oo) 
and is of order s?+~+‘J/‘~“~, when x is small. 
Example: Let f[exp(-z)] = exp [i exp(-z)] wk,m[exP(-z)l 
+ 
pr(p+m+;)r(+a+P)~(-k-P) 
r(m-k+;)r(-m-k+;) 
= 4(P), Iml - f < R4P) < -k. 
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Also f(p) = exp(:)Wk.tn(P) 
+ 1,: 
[ 1 
k/2 
~k__~,~(i + 25)U(4 = h(z)U(z), Re(k) < 1, see, 111 
Then 
pql?(q + m + ;)I$ - m + q)r(-k - q) 
(p - q)r(q + i)r(m - k + $r(-m - k + $ 
++ [l+ exp(-2 - y)]k’2~~_1j2[1 + 2exp(z + Y)lu(z), 
I4 - l/2 < R4d < -k, Re(p) > Re(q), Re(k) < 1. 
THEOREM 3:. 
Let 
01 4(P)+cw(a-a-b=), a > 1, b > 0, cy < Re(p) < /3, 
(ii) ~(u-P)=(ln~)“h(~)U(z). Then 
pqb 4h - 14 
(p-q)(ln4k(bq-ln4 r(&+l) 
++ + Yp+"+"))w, 
Re(p) > Re(q) > -In a, ((Y + lna) < Re(bq) < (/3 + In a). 
2h4 [;(P + q) - h ~1 
(P - q)[b(p + q) - 2 h al(ln W (e+1) 
(8) 
(9) 
++(x + y)kh(~=+~)q~ - YL 
Reb) > Re(q), Re(p + a) > -2 h a, CY + In a < Re(b(p + q)/2) < p + In a. 
Provided that ~-‘-q~“‘“~h(x)(ln x)” is absolutely integrable 
on (0, w). U(x) and U(x - y) are the unit functions for (8) and (9) respectively. 
Example: Let f(exp{-exp(-x)}] = exp[+ exp(x)]Z[iexp(x)], then 
Pqr(v - q)r(q + l/2) 
(p - q)(q - l)qv + q + I) ++Rx + y)Jv 2 [q(F)] Vx), 
Re(p) > Re(q), Re(v) > -1, -l/2 < Re(q) < Re(v). 
Theorem 4 shows how to obtain a particular solution of some partial differential equations 
by bilateral transforms, see [2]. 
THEOREM 4:. Let 
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(W(Ps 4 = J% {fb, Yh P, d , WP + q) < 0, 
(~1 < Re(p) < Pl,w < Be(q) < 82, 
exp(u) sin h(v) 6(u - v), 
(4 d%V) = { o 
for u 5 0, 
, for u > 0, 
Then 
(iii) 4(? Y) = 9 * f* 
( za _-+&&2~ ay axay - $) 4(? Y) = a? Yh (Q-8) 
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